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Sept 26, 2022 Ruth, A Portrait 

Patricia Cornwell 

 

Ruth Bell Graham is known as the wife of evangelist Billy 

Graham. It was Ruth who influenced Billy, as his most trusted 

life-partner. In Ruth, a Portrait, we meet this fascinating and 

remarkable woman. Briming with ancedotes, this is a 

breathtaking journey, with stops at many of the century’s 

epoch-making events. 

October 24, 2022 Till the Night Be Past 

Theodore J. Kleinhans 

 

This is a highly readable biography of Dietrich Bonhoeffer that 

depicts the social and political world in which he matured, 

ministered, and died. Till the Night Be Past gathers many 

interesting details from the dozen or so books written by his 

family, friends, and former students in the years immediately 

following his death at the hands of the Nazis. It is intended as 

an introduction to the work and world of Bonhoeffer. 

Nov 28, 2022 Joy to the World 

Carolyn Miller 

Amanda Barratt 

Erica Vetsch 

  

Three Regency novellas! In Heaven and Nature Sing, two 

music lovers, parted in youth, find their way back to one 

another. A woman and child cross paths with a wounded 

veteran and discover healing in Far As the Curse Is 

Found. And in The Wonders of His Love, can a portrait painter 

thaw a widow's heart? 



Dec 19, 2022 The Women of 

Christmas 

Liz Curtis Higgs 

 

As we prepare our hearts and minds for Christmas, we will follow 

in the footsteps of three women who have extraordinary faith and 

trust in God: Elizabeth, Mary, and Anna.  

Jan 30, 2023 Sunflower Sisters 

Martha Hall Kelly 

 

 

Inspired by true accounts, Sunflower Sisters provides a vivid, 

detailed look at the Civil War experience, from the barbaric and 

inhumane plantations, to a war-torn New York City, to the horrors 

of the battlefield. It’s a sweeping story of women caught in a 

country on the brink of collapse. 

Feb 27, 2023 Everyone Brave is 

Forgiven 

Chris Cleve 

 

Everyone Brave is Forgiven features little-known history and a 

love story inspired by the real-life love letters between the author’s 

grandparents. This novel dares us to understand that, against the 

great theater of world events, it is the intimate losses, the small 

battles, and the daily human triumphs that change us most. This 

World War II story is a powerful portrait of war’s effects on those 

who fight and on those who are left behind. 

March 27, 2023 Bathed in Prayer: 

Father Tim’s Prayers, 

Sermons and 

Reflections from the 

Mitford Series 

Jan Karon   

A collection of Father Tim's serene prayers, encouraging 

sermons, and inspirational thoughts. Drawing from her novels 

about small-town Mitford, Karon offers wisdom from the 

beloved priest to encourage your heart and soul.  



April 24, 2023 The Healing of Natalie 

Curtis 

Jane Kirkpatrick 

 

 

In 1902, classically trained pianist and singer Natalie Curtis travels 

to the American West and finds songs she'd never before 

encountered--the haunting melodies, rhythms, and stories of 

Native Americans. But, the US government's Code of Offenses 

prohibits American's indigenous people from singing, dancing, or 

speaking their own languages as a means of assimilation. Natalie 

makes it her mission not only to document these songs before 

they disappear. Based on a true story. 

May 22, 2023 A Venice Sketchbook 

Rhys Bowen 

 

Love and secrets collide in Venice during WWII in an enthralling 
novel of brief encounters and lasting romance.  

 

June 26, 2023 The City of Shadows 

Arianna Franklin 

 

A cultured city scarred by war. . . . An eastern émigré with scars 
and secrets of her own. . . . A young woman claiming to be a 
Russian grand duchess. . . . A brazen killer, as vicious as he is 
clever. . . . A detective driven by decency and the desire for 
justice… A nightmare political movement steadily gaining power. 

July 31, 2023 The Edge of 

Belonging 

Amanda Cox 

 

Returning to her hometown, Ivy Rose discovers her late 

grandmother left behind clues to the truth about Ivy's adoption---

but a key piece of information is missing. Twenty-four years earlier, 

homeless Harvey James finds an abandoned newborn. When Good 

Samaritans offer him help, will Harvey keep the baby secret---or 

risk losing the only person he's ever loved? 



Aug 28, 2023 Behind the Lights 

Helen Smallbone 

 

In this inspiring debut memoir, Helen Smallbone, mother of 

seven creative children―including Christian music artists for 

KING & COUNTRY and Rebecca St. James―chronicles the 

family’s journey of faith across the ocean to go where God was 

leading. Written from a mother’s perspective, Helen shares 

stories of peaks, valleys, and a family trusting God for provision. 

Sept 25, 2023 The White Rose 

Resists 

Amanda Barratt 

 

While treading a knife's edge of discovery by the Gestapo, a 

University of Munich student organization, dubbed the White 

Rose, prints and distributes leaflets condemning Hitler's 

atrocities. Sophie Scholl is a founding member; Annalise Brandt-

--an SS officer's daughter---is a new recruit. Will these heroic 

young resisters survive the consequences of speaking out? 

Based on a true story! 

October 22, 2023 TBA  

Nov 27, 2023 A Dog for Christmas 

Linda Byler 

 

 

One Christmas morning, while young Amish twins Henry and 

Harvey are sledding, they find a big black dog wandering in a 

field. They adopt the Newfoundland and name him Lucky, and he 

soon becomes their best friend and playmate. When tragedy 

strikes and Harvey drowns in a spring creek, Henry’s only source 

of comfort is his furry companion. 

 

 


